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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that, assuming natural principles of independence and consistency, 
the method of maximum entropy provides the only consistent model of inductive 
inference. This paper is related to earlier results of Shore and Johnson. The relation 
is briefly discussed in an appendix. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper was motivated by the following problem: 
Given sentences 01,..., On of the propositional calculus and some 
linear constraints on the weights attached to those sentences, what 
weight should we give to a new sentence 0 from the same language? 
Here we are thinking of these weights as some kind of subjective probabilities or 
degrees of belief. The problem then is essentially asking for a weight-assigning 
function w defined on all sentences of the propositional calculus that satisfies 
the constraints and some natural properties of a probability measure that, in this 
paper, we shall take to be 
(i) I f  sentences 0, ~ are logically equivalent, then 
(ii) 
w(O) = w(~) 
For 0, a sentence 0 _< w(O) _< 1, and if 0 is a theorem of the proposi- 
tional calculus, then 
w(O) = 1 and w("-10) = 0 
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(iii) For sentences O, ~, 
w(O A ~) + w(O V ~) = w(O) + w(~) 
It is important here to clarify the precise problem we are addressing. First 
we are not asking the statistical question, Given a probability distribution w 
satisfying the constraints, what is the "best estimate" of w(0)? Instead we are 
interested in asking, For what value c~ does w(O) = ~ logically follow from S? 
That is, how is the value of w(O) determined by the logical form of S? 
The frequent retort o this question is that it is meaningless in that, in general, 
there will be many such functions w satisfying (i)-(iii) and the given constraints. 
Certainly this is justified when we consider a single set of constraints in isola- 
tion. However, if we consider the choice of w as an instance of an inference 
process N taking sets of linear constraints to weight-assigning functions, then it 
is clear that there are natural requirements of consistency and independence on 
N that severely limit the possible choices of N(S) for a given set of constraints 
S. 
For example, if S1 and $2 are the same up to renaming of propositional 
variables, then "consistency" requires that N(SI), N(S2) be similarly related. 
In particular, if the propositional variables Ai, Aj are  not mentioned in a set 
of constraints S, then N(S)(Ai) and N(S)(Aj) should be equal. 
It is important to point out here that N(S)(O) is to stand for the value assigned 
to 0 solely on the basis of the constraints S. Thus in picking N(S), the only 
relations given between the propositional variables are those in S. 
In this paper we show that these natural consistency and independence r - 
quirements actually determine N uniquely as the so-called maximum entropy 
method of inference. This result is related to the results of Shore and Johnson 
[1]. 
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2 we outline these natural prin- 
ciples and then reformulate them for use in the later sections. In Section 3 we 
define an inference process that satisfies these principles (namely maximum 
entropy) and give a technical characterization f it. In Section 4 we show that 
any process atisfying the given principles must also satisfy this technical char- 
acterization and hence must be the maximum entropy process. Finally, Section 
5 contains ome proofs omitted from Section 2. 
THE PRINCIPLES 
Before introducing the natural principles referred to in Section 1, we need to 
introduce a little notation. The symbol ¢ stands for "is not an element of," I 
denotes the identity matrix and 0 denotes the matrix with zero entries only (the 
orders are clear from the context). Let SL(Ai, . . . . .  Aim) be all those sentences 
of the propositional calculus formed using propositional variables Ai, . . . . .  Aim, 
and let SL = Un SL(A1 . . . . .  An). We shall use 0, qo, etc for members of SL. 
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A set o f  constraints is a finite set of identities of the form 
n 
~ai jw(O j )  = ~ 
j=l 
where the olij are rational and the 13i real, which are consistent in the sense 
that there is a function w from SL into the reals satisfying (i)-(iii) and the 
constraints. (The reason for taking rational otij will be explained in the end of 
Section 5.) We shall use S, S' ,  etc, for sets of constraints and C L(Ail . . . . .  A i. ) 
for the set of sets of constraints for which each Oj E SL(A h . . . . .  Ai.)  and set 
CL = U ,  CL(AI . . . . .  An). 
In what follows let N be an inference process; that is, for S c CL, N(S) = 
w: SL --+ [0, 1] satisfies (i)-(iii) and the set of constraints S. 
Throughout his paper the intended interpretation of a sentence is that the 
propositional variables tand for distinct atomic propositions and that in forming 
N(S), S provides the only relationships between these propositions. 
The principles that we might expect any natural inference process N to satisfy 
are based on the following two considerations: 
(a) For S E CL, 0 E SL, the value N(S) gives to 0 should not depend on 
assumptions in S that are irrelevant o 0; that is, N is consistent (in the 
nonlogical sense). 
(b) For S E CL, N(S) should not make any assumptions beyond those con- 
mined in S; that is, N is fair. 
Of course, (a) and (b) are very imprecise. What we shall now do is to give 
four mathematical principles based on (a) and a further three on (b). In case 
seven principles appears rather excessive, we wish to remark that our aim is 
to state principles that might be considered immediately transparent and self- 
evident rather than aim for economy. 
PRINCIPLE 1 I f  S l, 82 C CL are equivalent on the basis o f  properties 
(i)-(iii) o f  w [ie, each constraint in Sl is derivable f rom constraints in 
$2 using properties (i)-(iit) o f  w and vice versa], then N(SI)  --- N(S2). 
Justification The way the constraints are expressed should be irrelevant o 
the inference process. 
PRINCIPLE 2 Let B(Ai~ . . . . .  Ai .)  be the Boolean algebra o f  equivalence 
classes 0 o f  elements o f  SL(Ai~ . . . . .  Zi . )  with respect to the relation 
=_ o f  logical equivalence. Let g: B(Ai~ . . . . .  Ai .)  ~- B(Aj  . . . . . .  Ajo) and 
suppose that Sl E CL(Ai~ . . . . .  Ai.) and $2 E CL(Aj ,  . . . . .  A j . )  are such 
that 
S~ = ~jw(Oj)  = l~li = 1 . . . . .  m 
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{ k__ = ..... m } 
$2 -~- ~OlijW(~j) = 3i li 1 
j=l  
where ~_j = g(Oj ) ,  j = 1 . . . . .  k .  Then  N(SI)(O) : N (S2) (~)  whenever 
= g(O). 
Justification $2 is simply a renamed version of $1, so N(SI),  N(S2) should 
agree up to this renaming since the particular names chosen should be irrelevant 
to the inference process. 
PRINCIPLE 3 Let SI G CL(Ai, . . . . .  Ai,), $2 E CL(Aj~ . . . . .  A im),  with 
{il . . . . .  in}N{ j l  . . . . .  Jm} : O. Then for 0 ESL(Ai ,  . . . . .  Ai,),  
N(S1)(O) = N(S1 + $2)(0). 
Justification Since $2 provides no new information about 0, the inference 
process hould disregard $2 when assigning a weight to 0. 
PRINCIPLE 4 Suppose S1, $2 are respectively the sets of  constraints 
Pk 
J J 
ZOt i jW(Oj  A ~) ~ ~i, W(~)  -~- "y, __  ~TsqW(17q /~ ~)  : ~S" 
J q 
Then for  0 E SL,  N(SO(O A ~) = N(S2)(O A ~). 
Justification Under the assumption that ~ holds, Sl and $2 are providing 
identical information. 
PmNCIPLE 5 Suppose that $1, $2 E CL and that N(Sl) satisfies the con- 
straints in $2. Then N(SO = N(SI +$2). 
Justification If on the basis of $1 the inference process gave that the con- 
straints in $2 held, then $1 +Sz gives no extra information beyond that contained 
in S1 alone. 
PRINCIPLE 6 For the particular case o f  S being 
w(AI AA3) = oe, w(A2 AA3) : /3 ,  w(A3) = "y, "y > 0 
N(S)(AI  AA2 AA3) : ot~/-y 
Justification S does not give any dependence between A t A A3 and A2 A A3, 
so N(S) should treat them as independent (in a statistical sense). 
PRINCIPLE 7 I f  S + w(O) ~ 0 is consistent then N(S)(O) ~ O. 
Justification Possibilities hould have non-zero weights. 
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Henceforth fix N to be an inference process satisfying these seven princi- 
ples. To show that this determines N uniquely, we shall reformulate the whole 
situation in a more convenient (but less intuitive) form. 
Let S E CL(A/, . . . . .  Aim), and let C1 . . . . .  C2 m list all sentences 
A~I AA~ A . . .  AA~,  el, e2 . . . . .  em C {0, 1} 
where A ° = A,  A l = -~A. Then by the disjunctive normal form theorem, S, 
2 m 
together with the constraint w( V j= l f J  ) : 1, can, on the basis of (i)-(iii), be 
written in the equivalent form as a block of linear equations 
B[w(Cl) . . . . .  w(C2m)] r = [bl . . . . .  bn] r 
one of which is ~w(Cj )  = 1. By principle 1, [N(S)(C1) . . . . .  N(S)(C2m)] is 
a nonnegative solution to these equations. 
Now suppose that S'  E CL(A j i  . . . . .  Ajm ) yielded, by the same procedure, 
the linear equations 
B[w(D l )  . . . . .  w(D2m )] T = [b l  . . . . .  bn] T 
where the Dj list all sentences 
A~i AA~.22 A . . .  AA)~m , e,, e2 . . . . .  em E {0, 1} 
Then, using the notation of Principle 2, if g(Cj) = Dj for j = 1 . . . . .  m, then 
g extends to a unique isomorphism, 
g: B(A6 . . . . .  Aim) ~: B(Aji . . . . .  Aj~,) 
and, by Principles 1 and 2, 
[N(S)(C1 ). . . . .  N(S)(C2m )] = [N(S')(DI ) . . . . .  N(S ')(D2m )1 
Thus this solution vector to 
B[wl . . . . .  W2m] T = [bl . . . . .  bn] r, w > 0 
depends only on B and b, and we call it the N-solution. 
Now with S as above, let S"  be S + [w(~Ar) = 0], where rf[{il . . . . .  im}. 
Then S" together with 
w (Cj AAr)  V (Cj A ~Ar) = 1 
"= j= l  
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Then 
and, by Principle 3, 
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B[w(Cl  AAr )  . . . . .  w(Czm AAr) ]  r = [bl . . . . .  bnl T 
w(C j  A ~Ar)  = O, j = 1 . . . . .  2 m 
N(S"  )(Cj A -1 At)  = 0 
N(S) (C j )  = N(S" ) (C j )  = N(S" ) (C j  A Zr )  + N(S" ) (C j  A -~Ar) 
=N(S" ) (C j  AAr ) ,  j = 1 . . . . .  2 m 
so the N-solution of 
B[wl  . . . . .  w2m] r = [bl . . . . .  bn] r 
w j - - -O,  j=2  m+l  . . . . .  2 m+l 
w_>0 
agrees with the N-solution, 0 say, of 
B[wL . . . . .  wzm] r = [bt . . . . .  bn] r ,  w >_ 0 
on its first 2 m coordinates. From this it follows that if, say (for simplicity), 
the equations Bw r = b imply Wq+l . . . . .  W2m ----- 0 and B' is the result of 
omitting the last 2 m - q columns of B, then we can unambiguously talk of the 
N-solution of 
B'[wl  . . . . .  Wq] r = [bl . . . . .  bn] r ,  w >_ 0 
since any two sets of constraints that yielded these equations after removing 
zero coordinates would give the same solution vector, regardless of the original 
value of m. 
Such a set of equations obtained from S [and w(V jC j )  = 1] we call the 
equations yielded by S. Note that the inclusion of w(V  jC j )  = 1 forces the 
sum of the N-solution coordinates to be 1. 
• Our plan is now to derive from Principles 1-7 some properties of N-solutions. 
Proofs of the following lemmas will be found in Section 5. 
LEMMA 1 I f  the equations B[wl  . . . . .  wn] r = [bl . . . . .  br] r have a solu- 
tion with w >_ O, B has rational entries, and Ewi = 1 is derivable f rom 
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Bw r = b r ,  then Bw r = b r & yielded by some set o f  constraints and 
hence has an N-solution. 
In the lemmas that follow, all blocks of equations will be assumed to satisfy 
the hypotheses of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2 I f  BW r = b r, Dw r = d T have the same solutions, then they 
have the same N-solutions. 
LEMMA 3 I f [p1 . . . . .  Pm] is the N-solution orB[w1 . . . . .  win] T == b r and 
il . . . . .  im is a permutat ion o f  1 . . . . .  m, then the N-solution [61 . . . . .  6m] 
o f  B[wi~ . . . . .  Wire] T = b T satisfies 6ij = pj, j = 1 . . . . .  m. 
Note From Lemmas 2 and 3 it follows that if p is the N-solution of 
B[wl . . . .  ,Wm] T = b T, w >_ O, il . . . . .  im is a permutation of 1 . . . .  ,m,  and 
B '  is the matrix obtained from B by permuting the columns according to the 
given permutation (B' has columns il . . . . .  im of B), then the N-solution r of 
B'[wl  . . . . .  W,n] r = b T, w _> 0 has the property r, = Pij for all j = 1 . . . . .  m. 
We shall use this fact without further mention. 
LEMMA 4 I f  the N-solution o f  Bw r = b r, b w-I >-- 0 satisfies Dw r = d r, 
thenBwr  =br ,  w>_Oand (B)wr  = (dr ) ,w>_Ohavethesame 
N-solutions. 
LEMMA 5 I f  
1 1 0 0 B1 . = 
1 0 1 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wm n 
\ 0 B2 
has N-solution [p~ . . . . .  Pro], then pip4 = PEP3. 
LEMMA 6 I f  the N-solutions o f  
m 
- -~b i jw j  = = . . . . .  n Hi, i 1 
j= l  
r 
~--~disXs • tSi, i = 1 . . . . .  k 
S- - I  
are [pl . . . . .  Pm] and [rl . . . . .  rr], respectively, then the N-solution o f  
m r 
j= l  s=l  
i ---- 1 . . . . .  n 
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r m 
~dis~-~Ujs  -- 5i, i = 1 . . . . .  k 
s=l  j= l  
sat isf ies Uip = PiTp fo r  i = 1 . . . . .  m,  p = 1 . . . . .  r. 
LEMMA 7 Suppose  
has N-so lut ion  sat is fy ing w = [Pl . . . . .  Onl, z = [81 . . . . .  ~rl, Y~.Wi = Y'~Pi 
is der ivable f rom Bw r = ~,  ~zi  = ~i  is der ivable f rom CZ = d r ,  
and 0 < ~p i  < 1. Then the N-so lut ion  o f  
Bw T = bT 
is p/~Pi. 
THE MAXIMUM ENTROPY INFERENCE PROCESS 
In this section we first introduce the maximum entropy inference process ME 
and show that it satisfies Principles 1-7. We then give a technical characteriza- 
tion of it that will be needed in Section 4, where we prove the main theorem 
of this paper, namely that for an inference process N satisfying Principles 1-7, 
N =ME.  
To introduce the process ME, given S E CL and O E SL, we define ME(S)(0) 
as follows. Let m be such that O c SL(Al . . . . .  Am)  and S E CL(A1 . . . . .  Am).  
Let S yield, before dropping zeros, the equation 
B[w(C1)  . . . . .  w(C2m)]T = [bl . . . . .  bn] r 
By the assumed consistency of S, 
x _> 0 and B[x1 . . . . .  X2m] T = [bl . . . . .  bn] T 
has a solution. (Indeed it will shortly be easy to see that this is equivalent to S 
being consistent.) 
Now let [pl . . . . .  p2.. ] be the solution to these constraints for which the func- 
tion 
2 m 
- y~x i  log(x/) 
i=1  
is maximal. (That there is a unique such maximum point follows from the 
convexity and boundedness of this function when 0 ~< xi  <_ 1.) 
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Let 0 be equivalent to the disjunctive normal form 
s 
V Ci~ 
k=l  
where the ik are distinct and set 
$ 
ME(S)(0) = Ep ik  
k-1  
In order to ensure that this a good definition, we must show that it is 
independent of the m chosen, subject only to S E CL(A1 . . . . .  Am) and 
0 C SL(A I , . . .  ,Am). To show this, it is sufficient o show that we obtain the 
same value for ME(S)(0) if we replace m by m + 1. To this end let 
D2i-1 = Ci AZm+l .  D2i = Ci A ~Am+l 
for i = 1 . . . . .  2 m. Then S yields the linear equations 
B[w(DO + w(D2) . . . . .  w(D2m._ t) + w(D2~, )iT = [bl . . . . .  bnl r 
and if [r] . . . . .  rE..+, ] is the solution to 
y > 0 and 
:hat maximizes 
then for i -- 1 . . . . .  2 m 
BLvI +Y2 . . . . .  Y2~,<-I +Y2..+,] T= [bl . . . . .  bn] r 
2m+l 
-- Ey i  log(y/) 
i=1 
r2i - 1 = r2i = Pi/2 
This follows since 
rl +r2  rl +7"2 r3 +T4 r3 +T4 r2"+'-I +r2,~+~ T2m÷~-I +T2 '~ 
2 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 . . . . .  2 ' 2 
also satisfies the constraints and 
SO 
T2i- l + r2i 
T2 i - -  1 - -  - -  T2 i  ~ i = 1 , . . .  ,2 m 
2 
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Thus 
2 m 2 m 
since Zpi  = 1 
2m+l 
< - Zr i  log(r/) + log(2) 
i=1 
since ( i1  Pl P2 P2 P2 m ) 
' 2 '2 '2  . . . . .  2 
satisfies given constraints 
2 m 
=--Z2r2 i  log(2"r2i) 
i=1 
so by the definition of O, Oi = 2r2i for i = 1 . . . . .  2 m . 
Finally, since 0 is logically equivalent to the disjunctive normal form 
s 
V (Ci, A Am+l) V (Ci~ A -~Am+l) 
k=l 
taking m + 1 in place of m gives 
k=l 
s 
= Zp ik ,  as required. 
k=l 
LEMMA 8 The inference process ME satisfies (O-(iil) and Principles 1-7. 
Proof That ME satisfies (i)-(iii) follows directly from the definition noting 
that the linear equations yielded by a set of constraints always give the equation 
ZW i = 1 
Principles 1 and 5 are similarly immediate. 
Principle 2 follows by using the observation that the atoms of B(Ai, . . . . .  A i .  ) 
are of the form 
and that if 
A~I AA~ A ... AA~" 
g: B(Ai, . . . . .  Ai.) ~ B(Aj~ . . . . .  Aj .)  
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then g maps atoms to atoms and is determined by its action on atoms. Thus 
with the notation of Principle 2, $1 and $2 yield the same system of equations, 
and this principle follows for ME. 
Principle 3 is proved by Shore and Johnson [1], but for complete- 
ness we give a proof here. For clarity, suppose that $1 E CL(AI  . . . . .  An), 
$2 E CL(An+I . . . . .  An+m) and 0 E SL(At . . . . .  An).  Let $1, $2 yield, before 
removal of zeros, the equations 
B[wl  . . . . .  w2n] T = [bl . . . . .  bp] r 
and 
D[u l  . . . . .  u2m] T = [dl . . . . .  dq] T 
respectively. Then, with a suitable choice of notation, $1 + $2 yields 
B z i j  . . . . .  z2.j = [b~ . . . . .  bpl r 
\ j= l  j=l 
D Zjl . . . . .  ZZ j2m = [d| . . . . .  dq] r 
\ j : !  j : l  
Let the nonnegative solutions to these systems maximizing - -EXi  log(x/) be 
pi, i = 1 . . . . .  2 n, r j, j = 1 . . . . .  2 m and "Yij, i = 1 . . . . .  2 n, j = 1 . . . . .  2 m, 
respectively. 
Then the piT"j satisfy the equations from $1 + $2, the Ei'Yi j satisfy the 
equations for $2, and the Ej'Yi  j satisfy the equations for S~. 
By the convexity of the function -x  log(x), for any 0 <_ x j ,  aj  <_ 1 with 
Ex j  = 1, 
With aj  -- ~/ii/~_,i'Yij if y~i~/ijy~O and ay = 0 otherwise, and x/  = ~iY i J ,  this 
yields for each i (notice that Ei'~ij : 0 i f f  "~ij ---- 0 for each l) 
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which gives, summing over i, 
But 
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- EEP i r j  log(pirj) 
i j 
= --Ep i log(p/)- E'/'j log(Tj) 
i j 
since Ep i = ET"J =1 
--~j (~i "Yij) l°g ( t~. 'YiJ ) 
by maximality of - Ep i  log(pi), etc. 
-- EE"yi j log('Yij) 
i j 
By maximality of EiEj'~iJ Iog('Yij), it follows that pizj = ")[ij. It is now easy 
to see that if ME(S0(0)  s = Ek=lPik, then 
S 2 m 
ME(SI + $2)(0) = EE'~i~: j 
k=l j=l 
and, since EjTj ---- 1, that these two are equal, as required. 
To show Principle 4, suppose that, with the notation of this principle, $1 and 
$2 yield, before removal of zeros, the equations 
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respectively, where B is m × p and the first equation in each block is 
P W ~-'~,i=1 i = "g corresponding to the constraint w(~) = 3'. I f  p , r  are the 
nonnegative solutions to these maximizing -~-~xi log(x/) in each case, then 
(pl . . . . .  pp, rp+l . . . . .  r2n) is also a solution to the second block of equations, 
SO 
P P 
-~P i  log(pi) ~_ -~- '~r i  log(r/) 
i=l  i=l  
By symmetry these must be equal, so by the uniqueness of the maximum point, 
pi -- ri for i = 1 . . . . .  p .  Finally, since the value of ME(SO(O A ~) is a sum of 
Pi with i ~_ p ,  it follows that 
ME(S0(0 A ~) ---- ME(S2)(0 A qs). 
Principle 6 follows by a direct computation and Principle 7 is proved in [2]. 
[] 
We now derive a technical characterization f the maximum entropy inference 
process that will be needed in Section 4. 
Let B ,b  be as in Lemma 1, that is, the equations B[w~ . . . . .  wn] T : 
[bl . . . . .  br] r have a solution with w _> 0, B has rational entries, and any solu- 
tion of these equations atisfies ~-~jwj -- 1. 
Let [pl . . . . .  an] be the unique nonnegative solution of these equations that 
maximizes n 
-- ~-~W i log(w/) 
i=l 
We refer to p as the maximum entropy, ME, solution of 
Bw T : b T, w > 0 
Let the entries of B be bij. 
First assume pj~O for all j .  Introducing the Lagrange multipliers )k i and 
using the Lagrange method for finding the ME solution of Bw r = b r ,  we get 
lo wj, r/  ijwj ) H=-~--~wj - X~ -bi 
: : l  i=l \ j : l  
CQ H r 
= -1  - log(wj) - ~_Xib iy  = 0 for all j .  
Owj 
i=1 
The latter equations can be rewritten as 
(log(ewl) . . . . .  log(ewn)/ = -XB 
which is abbreviated as log(ew) = -XB.  
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Thus p,  the ME solution, is the unique solution among the solutions 
of Bw T = b r ,  w >0,  that satisfies that (log(epi) . . . . .  log(ep,)) lies in 
the space spanned by the rows of B. But this is the same as saying that 
(log(epi) . . . . .  log(epn)) is perpendicular to the orthogonal subspace to B, that 
is, to V = {3": B3" r = 0}. 
By Principle 7, the condition that pj ~ 0 is equivalent to the condition that 
Bw T = b r ,  w > 0 does not imply wj = 0. (A solution with this property we 
call positive.) Thus we have shown: 
LEMMA 9 Assume Bw r -- b T, w >_ 0 does not imply w j : 0 fo r  any j .  
Then the ME solution p is the only posit ive solution that satisfies 
(iv) (log(epl) . . . . .  log(ean)).'¢ = 0 for any 3" E V [] 
n Note 1 Since for any 3' with B3" r : O, Ej=I'YJ : 0 ,  property (iv) is 
equivalent to 
or also to 
n 
Hp~J= 1 
j= l  
for any 3, E V 
~ -~J for any 3, E V. (V) I-[ PJ = I - [  PJ 
-yj _>0 -yj <0 
Note 2 Obviously, the space V in conditions (iv) and (v) can be replaced by 
any set that spans it. 
If for some k, Pk = 0, then Bw r = b r ,  w ~ 0, has the property that any 
solution w of this system has the kth coordinate wk equal to 0. If we drop each 
such variable, that is, if we consider B"  in place of B which we get by dropping 
from B each such kth column, and w in place of w which we get by dropping 
each such kth coordinate, we get the system 
B"(w") r = b r,  w" > 0 
which has the ME solution #"  (=p after all zero coordinates are dropped). As 
before (Lemma 9), p"  is the only positive solution of 
B"(w") T = b r ,  w" > O, 
l og(ew") .  (3"")v = O r 
for each 3"" such that B"(3"")r = O, where the last condition could equivalently 
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be stated as 
1-[ wj = I I  wj 
vj _>o, oj ~o vJ <0, nj ~0 
for each 3"" such that B1'(3"") r = O r .  
Again, the space {3"": B"(3"") T : 0 T } can be replaced by any set of vectors 
spanning it. (3"" has coordinates -yj ,  where j E { 1 . . . . .  n } and py ~:0.) 
Obviously, if 3" is such that 3/k = 0 whenever Ok --= 0 and 3"" is obtained 
from 3" by dropping each such kth coordinate, then B3" T = O r i f f  B"(3"") r = 
O r . Consequently the system 
Bw r = b r ,  w > 0 
• --3'j 
IIw  j -  - I Iw j  
-rj _~0 "u <0 
V3" E Vsuchthat0 j  =O~'u  =0 
has the unique solution O. 
Again we can replace the space of all 3" E V such that 3'j = 0 whenever 
pj = 0 by  any of its subsets that span it. 
LEMMA 10 The ME solution 0 o f  the system Bw T = b r ,  w _> 0, is the 
only positive solution that satisfies 
• -~J for all 3" C V '=  
T j~0 ~/j~0 
Proof To prove this lemma we need only show that p satisfies the above 
condition for 3' C V such that 3"k 50  and Ok = 0 for some k. Without loss of 
generality we can assume 3"k > 0. It suffices to show that in such cases there 
is some l with 3"t < 0 and pt = 0. Suppose there was no such l. Then for 
sufficiently small positive e, e3" +p is still a solution of Bw r = b T, w _> 0. But 
it is a solution with the kth coordinate nonzero, which is a contradiction. [] 
Call an r x m submatrix C of B almost regular if every r x (m - 1) subma- 
trix of C has rank m - 1 but C does not have rank m. Let W be the subspace 
of V given by 
[ 
w = ~ [~ ..... km, 
t 
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( blk~ • .. 
C= 
brkj " " " 
C " =Or, 
\ ~km 
We shall show that W spans V. 
b lkm I
• is almost regular, 
brkm 
and ~/j = 0 for j#k l  . . . . .  km} 
By row operations we can "write" B as B '  such that among the columns of 
B '  there are 
/0\ 
• , 
Ii . . . . .  Is where li = 1 I 
• i 
• | 
(1 in the/th row) 
ko/ 
and s is the rank of B. For simplicity, assume they are the first s columns, 
B ! = 
l i  0 ... 0 1 ...  
• . . | 
dl(r+l) 
ds(s+l) 
• "" dln. ] 
• " ds. / 
Suppose 3' E V, that is, also Bt7 r = 0 T . If "yj #0, s < j < n, then let 
Cj = ek~ .. . .  , ekp, " 
\ dsj 
where kl < .. .  < kp <_ s, and {kl . . . . .  kn} = {q: dqj#O}. 
Then Cj is a submatrix of B '  that is almost regular (and is obtained by row 
operations from an almost regular submatrix of B, because almost regularity is 
preserved under row operations)• 
Let C j(TI j'/) T : 01" with llj j = "yj. [We use here the obvious notations where 
T/j ---- (~jl . . . . .  ~/jn) is obtained from ~:  by reintroducing coordinates other 
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than kl . . . . .  kp, j and setting them equal to zero.] Obviously, ~/j E W, and for 
s < j < n, 7j = Y~s<i<_n~i j .  Moreover, since 
then 
(!1 I = I  s 
T 
restricte to / . . . . .  
s<i<_n 
Consequently, 3 = ~-~s<i<_n~i as required. 
LEMMA 1 1 The ME solution p o f  the system Bw r = Ir T, w >_ 0 is the 
only posit ive solution that satisfies 
3'j >0 3,j <0 
for all 7 C W 
By Lemma 10, p satisfies all such equations. If no pk equals 0, the result 
follows from Note 2 after Lemma 9. If some pk does equal 0, then we can 
restrict ourselves as before to B" and consider solutions 17 of COI")T = O r,  
where C is an almost regular submatrix of B".  These span the space {-¢ IB-¢ r -- 
O r and "gg = 0 whenever pk = 0}. Preceding Lemma 10 we remarked that the 
corresponding equations determine p. 
THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 Let B, b be as in Lemma 1. Then the N-solution o f  Bw r = 
b r,  w > O, coincides with the ME solution. 
Proof Let p denote the N-solution of the above system. We will show that p 
satisfies the characterization f the ME solution from Lemma 11 and is therefore 
the ME solution. 
Let C be an almost regular r x m submatrix of B consisting of columns 
kl . . . . .  kin, where kl < ... < kin. Let B '  be the matrix obtained from B by 
dropping columns kl . . . . .  km and p'  be the vector obtained from p by dropping 
coordinates k l  • ,kin, and let H m . . . . ~i=lPk;" Assume H#0.  
Using Lemma 4 (adding wj  = pj for j#k l  . . . . .  km does not change the 
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N-solution), and Lemmas 2, 3, and 7, we see that the system 
1 Cy T --_ ~(b  T -- Bt(R')T), y_>O 
has the N-solution (1/H)(ok, . . . . .  Okm). 
Consider the r x m almost regular matrix C. Since all entries of C are 
rational and C does not have rank m, we can find a nonzero integer solution 
6 of Cy T -- O r.  This vector satisfies Ei=l~im = 0, since B (and therefore 
C) contains a row with all entries 1 or such a row can be obtained by row 
operations. 
Any nonzero vector/j that is perpendicular to 6 must be a linear combination 
of rows of C, since the rank of C is m - 1. 
For I such that 6t¢0, let the matrix D(&, l) be defined as follows: 
D(6, l) = 
-St 8t 
' " -  " 0 
-St 8t-1 
8t+1 -6t 
0 " -  
6m --81 
that is, D(6, l) has entries eij, i E {1 . . . . .  m - 1}, j = {1 . . . . .  m}, and 
ejj = -81 for j  _< 1 - 1 
ejj+l = -6t for j  _> 1 
~il : -  6i for i <_ 1 - 1 
e-il = 6i+l for/ >_ l 
eij = 0 otherwise 
Since any row of D(~, l) is perpendicular to ~ and (as is readily verified) 
the rows of C are linear combinations of rows of D(~, l), the matrix C can be 
written by row operations as D(6, 1), and, by Lemma 2, (l/H)(pk~ . . . . .  Pkm) 
is also the N-solution of D(5, l)y T = d for the corresponding d (which is 
obtained from (1/H)(b T -B ' (O ' )  T) by the same row operations as those used 
to transform C into D(6, 1)). 
LEMMA 12 Let 6 be an integer vector satisfying ~'~j=lt~jm = 0 and 6t¢O, 
and let D(6,  l) be as above. Let  d be a vector such that the system D(~, 1) 
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yr = d r ,  y _> 0, has a so lut ion and al l  so lut ions  o fD(~i ,  l)y T = d r sat is fy  
m Y ~j=l  j----1. 
Then the N-so lu t ion  w o f  D(6 ,  l )y r = d r , y >_ O, sat isf ies 
iiw  -_ IIw? 
,~j >o b: _<0 
Before proving lemma 12, let us see how it proves Theorem 1. We can apply 
it to D(6, 1), d as above, and consequently 
II =II 
~j 20 6:<_0 
Since 
Z6j  -- Z - ~j 
,~j >_0 ~: _<0 
(vi) H P~i = H '°'~ '~j 
~j >0 6j <o 
This shows that whenever C is an almost regular submatrix of B consisting 
of columns k l  . . . . .  km and 8 is an (integer) solution of Cy r = O r ,  then (vi) 
holds. However, any other solution of Cy r = O r is or8 for some real a ,  so (vi) 
still holds. Consequently, 
1-IoY = 1- Iof  'j 
7J _>0 ,~j <_0 
for an ~¢ c W 
and by Lemma 11 from Section 3, 0 is the ME solution. 
It remains to prove Lemma 12. 
For all k >_ 1, let Ee be the (2k - l )  × 2k matrix with entries di j ,  where d l j  = 
1 for all j C {1 . . . . .  2k} and dii = 1, di(i+l) = 1, for all i c {1 . . . . .  2k - 1} 
and di j  = 0 otherwise; that is, 
E1 = [1 1] 111 ) 
E2 = 0 1 1 
0 0 1 
202 
and so on. 
LEMMA 13 
E3 = 
1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
J. B. Paris and A. Vencovskd 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Let k >_ 1, 
and b be such that Bw r = If" satisfies the hypotheses of  Lemma 1. Let 
p be the N-solution of  Bw r = ~,  w _> O. Then 
k k 
I I P2 i  = I -[P2i_ l 
i=1 i=1 
(The matrices C and F might be missing, that is, B = Ek .) 
Proof For k = 1, Lemma 13 follows from Lemma 3, and for k = 2 
~-'~2k - -0 from Lemmas 2, 3, and 5. Assume k _> 3. We can assume )__,i=lPi~¢: , since 
otherwise the lemma obviously holds. We shall prove this lemma in three steps. 
First, we shall show that if for some k the lemma holds with B = Ek,  then 
it holds with 
for nontrivial C, F as well. Second, we shall show the lemma holds with B = 
E3, and then, assuming Lemma 13 for some k - 1 > 3, we can prove it for 
B = Ek,  which will complete the proof. 
Step 1. Assume Lemma 13 holds with B = Ek.  Consider the general case 
when 
B= 
0 
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By Lemma 4, the N-solution p of Bw T = b r ,  w _> 0, is also the N-solution of 
W T = 
br 
P2k+l  
\ P2k +h 
, w_0  
that is, we fixed the variables wj for 2k + h _> j > 2k to have values pj, where 
h is the number of columns of C. 
By Lemmas 2 and 7, 
is the N-solution of 
1 
2k (Pl . . . . .  P2k) 
Zi=l  pi 
1 
Ek - -  2~ dr '  wj > O, for j = 1 . . . . .  2k 
W k Z i : lP i  
where d r is the vector 
By our assumption, 
[bl . . . . .  b2k-l] r - C 
P2k+l 
\ P2k +h 
k 
II 
i=1 
and consequently 
2k P2i = ~ P2i -  1 
Z j= lP j  i=1 j= lP  j 
as required. 
k k 
- IP2i  = I iP2 i_ l  
i=1 i=1 
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Step 2. Let the system Eaw r = b r ,  w>0,  have the N-solution p = 
[Pl . . . . .  P6] and the ME solution p --- (pl . . . . .  P6). Since E3 is an almost 
regular matrix and 
E3 
-1  
-1  
1 
=or 
that is, 
C = 
P2P4P6.  
Consider the matrix 
1 1 ~ 
0 0 
C= E 3 1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
For any c such that Cy r --= c r satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1, the N- 
solution of Cy r = c, y > 0, must, by Lemmas 5, 3, and 2 satisfy the equations 
(vii) Y lY3  : Y2Y7 ,  Y lY4  = Y7Ys ,  Y lY4  = Y6Y8 
by Lemma 10, PlP3P5 = P2P4P6. 
I f  pj = 0 for some j,  then also Pi = 0 for some i with opposite parity to 
the parity of j.  By Theorem 2 in Paris and Vencovsk~i [2], in that case also 
P j  = P i  = 0 and so P~PaP5 ---- P2P4P6.  
Assume py~0 for all j .  We will show that p = p and therefore P lP3P5  -- 
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or, reformulated, 
Hy J= 1-IY-f for~ E A 
7J _>0 ~'j <_0 
where A = {(1, -1 ,  1, 0, 0, 0, -1 ,  0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, -1 ,  -1) ,  (1, 0, 0, 
0, 1, -1 ,  0, -1)}. Notice that A spans {?: C3, T -- Or}. 
By Lemma 9 and notes 1 and 2 following it, we see that if Cy r : c r ,  y > 0, 
does not imply Yi : 0 for any i, then (vii) determines a unique positive solu- 
tion (namely the ME solution, and therefore the N-solution and ME solution 
coincide). 
Choose c as follows. 
Recall b r is the right-hand side of the system E3 wT : b T, W ~ 0, that we 
are studying. Obviously, bl = 1. Let 
H=I  + PIP3 +PIP____55 
P2 P6 
and 
( b2 b3+plP3/P2 b4+plps/p6 ~-I) 
e---- l, H '  H ' H ' -  
Then the vector 
1 ( PiP3 PlPs~ 
P l , . - . , P6 ,  - - ,  
P2 P6 / 
is a solution of Cy r = e r ,  y >_ 0, that satisfies (vii), and consequently it is the 
N-solution (and also the ME solution). 
The vector (1/H)(pl . . . . .  P6, PlP3/P2, PIPs~P6) is, by Lemma 4, also the 
N-solution of 
CY r -- c r Y7 piP3 pip5 
Hp2' Ys = , y > 0 
' ---- no6 - 
and further, by Lemma 2, also the N-solution of 
:...o. )
o : :  :=  
P~P3 PlP5 I 
( c t HO2 Hp6 ( 
C2 b2/H 
PlP3 
c3 Hp2 b3/H 
PlP5 = ba /a  
c4 Hp 6 
c5 b5/H 
PIP3 PIP3 
Hp2 Hp2 
PiP5 ~ PiP5 
Hp6 \ Hp6 ) 
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Finally, by Lemma 7, 
1 1 
. . : (P l  . . . . .  P6) : P 6 
(1/H)~--~i:lPi 
1-1 
is the N-solution of 
E3wT = 1 1 .ll T = i! T 
6 
(1 /H)  ~-~i:l P i H 
6 (we used that Ei=lPi : 1), which we wanted to show. 
Step 3. This step is quite analogous to step 2, so we will omit some details. 
Let k > 4 and assume the lemma holds for k - 1. Let the system Ekw r = b r 
have the N-solution p and the ME solution p.  As before, 
k k 
HP2i  = HP2 i - I  
i=l i=1 
and we only need to consider the case where pj #0 for all j and to prove that 
p=#.  
Let C be the (2k - 1) x (2k + 2k - 6) matrix (Ek, F )  where F has entries 
f t j  --- 1 for j = 1 . . . . .  2k - -  6 ,  f(i+3)i = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  2k - 6 and f i j  = 0 
otherwise. 
For example, if k = 5, then C is the matrix shown in Figure 1. 
For any e such that Cy r = e r satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1 the N- 
solution of Cy r = e T, y >_ 0, must by the inductive assumption and by Lemmas 
5, 3, and 2, satisfy the equations 
(viii) 
k-2  ) k - I~ 
~=lY2i Y4k-6 = Y2i-I 
i=1 
(ix) 
(x) 
k k 
y l  HY2 i -  1 = Y2k +l HY2 i  
i=3 i=3 
YlYi+4 = Y2k+iY2k+i+l 
for i -- 1 . . . . .  2k - 7. This again can be reformulated as 
~J = H YJ-~J for 3' (5 A IlYJ 
"ry >o "rj <o 
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C = 
¢1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1"1  1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 :0  0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 :0  1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 i0  0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 :0  0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 :0  0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 :0  0 0 0 
Figure 1. 
where A contains vectors ~, 7,  and 6 i for i = 1 . . . . .  2k - 7 defined as in Figure 
2. 
There are 2k - 5 vectors in A, they are linearly independent and all belong 
to {3' IC7  r -- 0}. 
By Lemma 9 and Notes 1 and 2 following it, we see again that if Cy r = e r ,  
y _> 0, does not imply Yi = 0 for any i, then (viii)-(x) determine a unique 
positive solution that is both the ME solution and the N-solution• 
Let q l , .  • •, q~-6  be values calculated from (ix) and (x) under the assumption 
that the vector (p~, .  . . , p2k, q i . . . . .  q2k-6)  satisfies (viii)-(x), 
q l  = 
k 
P 1 P5 P7 " " "P2k  - I _ p 1 H i=3 P2i - 1 
P6P8"''P2k k 
Hi  =3 P2i 
q2 ---- P lP5  
k T 'T  
1 P6Ps  " " "P2k  Hi=3 p~ 
k 
q l P7 P9 " " "P2k- I  l l'[-[i___4 p2i - I 
1 
q3 - - -P IP6 - -  : 
q2 
By induction, for j even, 
k 
P l  P7P9  " " "P2k-1  _ P l  H i=4P2 i - I  
P8P lO  • • • P2k k 
H i=4 p2i 
q j  ---- P j+4P j+6 • • • P2k  
P j+5P j+7 • " • P2k - I  
Hik( j  /2 + 2) p2i 
= Hk=q/2+3)  p2 / - I  
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,,O 
' 7 o o o  7 
+ o o o ~ o 
+ o o 7 7 o 
I O ~ O O O 
I 
~ 7 7  o - o 
~ ~ ~ ~ . . .  
7 
,4 
o 
"" 7, 
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and for j odd, 
k " i ' [  
PlPj+5Pj+7 "" "P2k-I Pl l l i=(j- l) /2+3 p2i-I 
q j  = = 
k 
P j +6 P j + 8 " " " P2k __I-L=(j _ l ) / 2 + 3 P2i 
In particular, 
P2k-2P2k  
q2k-6  - -  - -  
P2k - 1 
Substituting [pl . . . . .  p2~, ql . . . . .  q2k -6]  for y in (viii), we get 
k--2 k-- I  
1-IP2i p2k-2p2k __ HP2 i_  1 
i=1 P2k-1 i=1 
which holds if 
k k 
HP2i=I - [P2 i - I  
i=1 i=1 
We know this does hold. So [pl . . . . .  PEk, q l  . . . . .  q2k-6] satisfies (viii)-(x). 
, r"~2k -6  
Let H = 1 t 2_.,i=1 qi and 
b2 b3 b4-l-ql b2k-3 q-q2k-6 b2k-2 b2k-l) 
C---- 1, H ,H ,  H . . . . .  H ' H ' H 
/ 
Then the vector (1/H)[pl  . . . . .  p2k ,  q l  . . . . .  q2k-6] is a solution of Cy : c r ,  
y > 0, that satisfies (viii)-(x). Consequently it is the N-solution and the ME 
solution• By Lemmas 4 and 2, it is also the N-solution of 
o i), 
1 2k--6 
1-  n i~=l q i  
C2 
C3 
1 
C4 -- Hql 
1 
¢2k-3  -- -~  q 2k -6  
C2k-2  
C2k- I  
1 T ~q 
\lqT/ 
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Finally, by Lemma 7, p is the N-solution o fEkw r = b T, w > 0, as required. 
[] 
m LEMMA 14 Let ~ be a vector satisfying ~-~j=l J = 0 with all coordinates 
equal to 1 or - 1. Let D(5, l) and d be as in Lemma 12. Then the N- 
solution o f  D(5,  I)w r = d r, w >_ O, has the property 
I I  wj : 1-[ Wj 
6j=+l 6j=-I 
Proof Since ~Sm #0 and D(~, / ) ,  D(5, m) both have rank m - 1 and the 
same vector 6 in the kernel, D(6, m) can be obtained from D(6, l) by row 
operations and D(6, l )w r : d T have the same solutions as D(5, m)w r : d rr 
for corresponding d'. Therefore by lemma 2, the N-solutions of D(6, l)w r = 
d r,  w > 0, and of D(6, m)w T = d rr, w _> 0, also coincide. Therefore we can 
assume that I = m. Similarly, since D(~, m)w T : d T and D( -5 ,  m)w r = -d  T 
have the same solutions, we can assume that 6m = -1 .  
Obviously, m must be even and the number o f j ' s  such that/t/ = +1 must 
equal the number o f j ' s  such that 6j -- -1 .  
Let q be a permutation of {1 . . . . .  m} such that q(m) : m and 6qCj~ : +1 
if and only if j is odd. 
By Lemmas 2 and 3, p is the N-solution of D(6, m)w T = d r ,  w _> 0, iff 
Pq = [PqO) . . . . .  Oq<m)] is the N-solution of Dq(6, m)w T -- d r ,  w _> 0, where 
Dq(6, m) has columns q(1) . . . . .  q(m) of D(6, m). 
By moving rows, Dq(~, m) can be "written" as 
--~m ~q(m-1) 
Further, by adding all rows to the first one and adding the (i + 1)th row to the 
ith row for i > 2 (using the facts that -~m = 1, Ej~m~j = --~m = l ,  and 
6uti) = -6q~i+l) for all i < m), we obtain E(m/2) (as introduced before Lemma 
13). 
So by Lemma 2 again, p is the N-solution ofD(~,  m)w r = d r ,  w > 0, i f fpq 
is the N-solution of E~m/2)w r -- e r ,  w > 0, for the corresponding e (precisely, 
m-1 
el = ~"~j=l dj  = 1 and ei = dq(i) +dq(i+l) for m - 1 > i > 2, em-i  = dm-1). 
Consequently, by Lemma 13, if p is the N-solution of D(~, m)w r = d T, 
w > 0, then 
-I pq(j) = 1-[ Pq(J) 
j even j odd 
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and since j is odd iff 6q(j) : 1, 
1-I pj --~ 1-I pj 
~j=- I  6 /=+1 
as required. [] 
Now we shall prove Lemma 12, first with the additional assumptions that 
6 j#0 for all j .  We shall do it by induction on p(6) = ~-~.~=l [fJt - m (simulta- 
neously for all m). For p(5) --- 0, Lemma 12 follows from Lemma 14. 
Assume now that Lemma 12 holds for some k and ~ with f j#0  for a l l j  and 
p(6)  < N for some N _> 1. Let 6 be such that p(6)  = N ,  6j # 0 for all j ,  and 
D(~,  1), d satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 12. 
Arguing as before (in the proof of Lemma 14), we can assume that I is such 
that for some r#-/, 6 r#+l .  
For the sake of simplicity of notation, let us also assume that l = m. The 
proof for any other / is similar. 
Consider the systems D(~,  m)w r = d T, w _> 0, and ~-~l~Izi -- 1, 
z > 0. By Lemma 6, if C is the matrix of Figure 3 and if x has coor- 
dinates xl l  . . . .  ,Xll6rl, X21 . . . . .  X216rl, Xml . . . . .  Xml~rl, then the N-solution ~1 
of Cx T = d r ,  x > 0, has the property that ~ji = P jT i ,  j = 1 . . . . .  m, 
i ---- 1 . . . . .  [fir 1, where p is the N-solution of D(6 ,  m)w T --- d T, w _> 0, and T 
is the N-solution of ~l~Iz i  -- 1, z _> 0. 
Notes  
(a) Precisely, to apply Lemma 6, there should be another equation added to 
Cx r - -d  T, x _> 0, namely, 
18,1 m 
i=l j= l  
But this equation can be obtained by adding all the equations of Cx r : 
d r together. By lemma 2, we can ignore it. 
(b) By lemmas 2 and 3, the N-solution ~ of Cx T = d r ,  x > 0, satisfies 
~j i ,  = ~j i2 for any j E {1 . . . . .  m} and il,  i2 E {1 . . . . .  I fr[}. 
By Lemma 4, ~1 is also the N-solution of Cx r : d T, Xrl - Xri = 0, for 
i = 1 . . . . .  I~rl, x > 0, and by Lemma 2 it is also the N-solution o fC 'x  T = d T, 
x,~ - Xri = O, for i = 1 . . . . .  1<Srl, x > 0, where C '  is obtained from C by 
replacing the rth row, 
"" " 0 
~r  
(r - 1)[~r Itimes 
- - f ro  . . . .  ~m , 0 ' ' '  0 , ~r  " ' "  ~r  
t~r I t~rimes (m -- r -~)[~r Itimes 15r It~imes 
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F = 
-~,. ~l 
"" 0 
--am ¢~r--1 
0o 
• ° • 
--'m (~)  
--am ar+] 
0 '.  
am am-j 
Figure 4. 
by lar I new rows 
0 . . .  0 -amlar l  0 . . .  0 0 . . .  0 ar " -a r  
o . . .  o o -am larl--. 0 0 . . .  0 ar . . .  ar 
0 . . .  0 0 . . .  0 -am larl 0 . . .  0 ar - "  ar 
and d' is obtained from d by replacing the rth coordinate dr by dr . . . . .  dr ,  far I 
times. 
The equations Xrl -x r i  = 0 can now be derived from C'x  r = d rr, so by 
Lemma 2, 7 is the N-solution of C'x  r = d rr, x >_ O. 
Let G be the matrix obtained from C'  by dividing the above lar I new rows 
by ItSr l, and let g be the vector obtained from d' by dividing the new dr's by 
lar I. By Lemma 2 again, the N-solution of Gx r = gr,  x _> 0, is 7. 
Let us now consider the submatrix F of G that we obtain by choosing the 
(jltSrl + 1)th columns of G for j E {0 . . . . .  m - 1} and the ((r - 1)larl +i) th  
columns of G for i E {1 . . . . .  ItSr I}. Then F is the matrix shown in Figure 4. 
The columns of G chosen for F correspond to coordinates Xj l ,  Xri 
of x, where j E {1 . . . . .  m} and i E {1 . . . . .  larl}. Let A be the set 
{(j, 1): j E {1 . . . . .  m}} U {(r, i): i E {1 . . . . .  larl})- 
Let G '  be the matrix obtained from G by removing the columns of Fand  let 
17' be the vector obtained from q by removing coordinates 7/s for s E A. Let 
n = ~'~s~A~S" 
By Lemma 4, Gx r = gr ,  Xs = ~s for s ¢~A, x > 0, has the N-solution 7. 
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The equations Gx r = gr ,  Xs = 71s for sEA, have the same solutions as the 
equations 
/ Xll 
X(r--l)l 
Xrl 
F : = g - G'~I ' ;  Xs = ~ls forseA 
xrl~,l 
X(r+l)l 
\ Xml / 
By Lemma 2, the N-solution of the above equations and x _> 0 remains ~. 
Finally, by Lemmas 7 3, and 2, the N-solution of 
F 
is 
Xll 
X(r--l)l 
Xrl 
Xr I~, I 
X(r+D1 
Xml 
= l (g  _ G'~'), Xs >_Ofors  E A 
1 
~( ' r / l l  . . . . .  Tl(r-1)l, ~rl  . . . . .  71rl~rl, ~(r+l)l . . . . .  "t/ml) 
Let 
= [~1,. • • ,~r - l ,  - -  
6r 6r ] 
16" [ . . . . .  16r-- ~ , ¢~r+l . . . . .  ~m 
Then F = D(lb, m + [~r I - -  1) (as introduced before Lemma 12)• The matrix 
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F and vector (1/H)(g -G '~ ' )  satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 12, ~b has all 
coordinates nonzero and p0k) = p(5) - (l~rl -- 1) < p(6)• By the inductive 
assumption, if 5r > 0 
and if  ~r ( 0 
16, I
5J l-[  ylri : H "Off l~SJ H ~jl 
fSj >_O i=l fSj <_O 
j~r j~r 
15,1 
I-[ 71J 1 ~- l - I  l~ fi 16J 1-I ~lr` 
6j>_0 ~Sj_<O i=1 
j~r j~r 
(The factor 1/H cancels out.) 
Since 1,1j i = pi t  i for each j ,  i, x--'t~'lz. = 1, and ~ljil = l'lji2 for any j ,  il, and Z..,i= 1 t 
i2 (j  E {1 . . . . .  m}, i, i l ,  i2 C {1 . . . . .  [~r[}), Tj ;  - -  Pj/l~rl for each j , /and  the 
above equations yield 
I I   l rl: = I I  
~j _>o ~? 60 
Again I~r I cancels out and we get 
~j >_0 aj _<0 
as required• 
We now need to remove the additional assumption that all coordinates of 
6 are nonzero. Let D(5, l), d satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 12. Assume 
that the N solution of D(5, l )w r -- d r ,  w _> 0, is p. Let 3' = (dti, . . . . .  5it), 
where il < . . .  < ir and tSit . . . . .  tSir are all the nonzero coordinates of 5. By 
the assumption, ~t is among them• Let k be such that i~ -- !. 
Consider the matrix 
D('r,  k) -- 
0 
-tSi ~5i,_, 
tSik+l --tSI 
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Since for j# i l  . . . . .  ir, ~j = 0, the equations D(~, l)w r = d r have the same 
solutions as 
D(~I, k) I Wij I
\ Wit dir 
-6twj  = { dJ fo r j  < l -1 ,  j# i l  . . . . .  ir 
dj-1 fo r j  >1 + 1, j# i l  . . . . .  ir 
So p is also the N-solution of the above equations and w > 0. By lemmas 2, 
3, and 7, 
D(  7 , k) i - 1 
Wit \ dir 
wij > 0 for j = 1 . . . . .  r 
has the N-solution 
1 
r , .  • • -~j=lPiJ (Pil ,,OL) 
Since D(3,, k) and 
dij 
\dir 
satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 12 and 3' has all coordinates nonzero, we 
know that ~tj --~Q 
6jj >0 di~j _<0 
(The factor ~ . - ,a i j  cancels out since ~;_l~i j  = ~jm l~ j = 0.) 
For any j~{ i l  . . . . .  ir }, tSj -- 0, and consequently - 
6j _o fij _<o 
as required. [] 
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THE REMAINING PROOFS 
In this section we present he proofs of some lemmas stated in Section 2. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let S be the set of identities 
B[w(A1) . . . . .  w(An)] r = [bl . . . . .  b r ]  T 
w(Ai A A j) = O, l < i  < j <n  
Then by taking 
Cj  = -~AI A ~A2 A . . .  A -~Aj-1 AA j  A ~Aj+1 A . . .  A ~An 
for j = 1 . . . . .  n and Cn+l . . . . .  C2,, the remaining sentences of the form 
A]'  AA~ 2 A . . .  AA~, ,  we see that S yields, after removal of zeros, the block 
of equations 
B[wl . . . . .  wn] r = [bl . . . . .  bA r 
It only remains to show that S is consistent, that is, that S has a solution w 
satisfying (i)-(i i i). 
Let B[al . . . . .  an] r = [bl . . . . .  br] r with a > 0 and notice that ~ai  = 1. 
For 0 E SL[A1 . . . .  ,Am], m >_ n, it follows from the disjunctive normal form 
theorem that 0 is logically equivalent to a sentence 
q 
V (Csk A Dtk) 
k=l  
where the Dtk are of the form 
,.+, ~.+2 AA~m An+ 1 AAn+ 2 A "'" 
and there are no repeats in this disjunction. Now define 
a 
w(O) = ~__ask • 2 n-m 
k=l  
where a j  = 0 for j = n + 1 . . . . .  2 n . It is easy to cheek that w satisfies S and 
(i)-(ii i) as required. 
PROOF OF LEMMAS 2-4 These follow directly from principles 1, 2, and 5, 
respectively. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 5. By Lemmas 2 and 4 p is also the N-solution of 
1 1 0 : b2 -B1  
w3 
1 0 1 b3 Prn 
w4 
wj  = p j ,  j = 5 . . . . .  m 
But up to zeros the same system of equations is yielded by the set of constraints 
S 
w(A1 AA3) [  = b2 -B i  
w(A2 AA3) /  b3 p 
w(A jAA3)=O,  4<j<n 
w(A j  A ~A3) = p j, 4 < j < n 
w(A iAA j ) :O  4<i<j<_n  
and by Principles 4 and 6 (or trivially if pl q- p2 -+- p3 q- 04 : 0), 
N(S)(A3)  "N(S)(A3 AA1 AA2) = N(S) (A I  AA3).N(S)(A2 AA3) 
This gives 
(Pl q-/)2 q- P3 +/)4)/91 : (Pl -~- P2)(Pl a L P3) 
and hence/91/) 4 = P2P3 as required. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 6. Let the first two systems of linear equations be yielded by 
constraints $1 E CL(A1 . . . . .  At,) and $2 E CL(Ak+I . . . . .  Ak+p). (The proof 
of Lemma 1 makes it clear that we may assume this without loss of generality.) 
Then up to zeros the third system of equations is yielded by $1 + $2. 
By Principle 3 if )~js, J = 1 . . . . .  m,  s --- 1 . . . . .  r, is the N-solution of this 
third system of equations, then 
J J 
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Hence, by Lemma 4, adding the equations 
ZUjs  = Ts, s = l , .  . . , r  
~-~Ujs : p j ,  j = 1 . . . . .  m 
s 
E Ujs = 1 
j ,S 
to this third block will not affect the N-solution. 
Now pick v ,k  such that ),t~¢0 and consider the columns in the ma- 
trix for the extended third block of equations corresponding to the variables 
uto, uio, Utp, Uip. Then up to linear combinations the only row vectors appear- 
ing in these columns are 
(1, 1, 1, 1) 
(1, 1, O, O) 
(1,0, 1,0) 
It now follows by lemmas 2 and 5 that 
~ktv)kip : •iv ~tp 
which with the equations 
- ' :hjp = rp,  
J 
gives ~kip : piT"p as  required. 
E )~is ---- #i 
s 
[] 
PROOF OF LEMMA 7 Consider the constraints 
Sl: B[w(A1) )  . . . . .  w(An)]  r -  b 
~-~tOi 
w(A i  AA j )=O,  l < i  < j <_n 
$2: C[w(An+l )  . . . . .  w(An+r)]  r -  d 
~i  
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w(An+i A An+j) : O, 1 < i < j < r 
These yield, after removal of zeros, the equations 
Bw r _ b Cz  T _ d 
~-~Pi' ~-~Pi 
respectively. Let their N-solutions be (XI . . . . .  hn), (rl . . . . .  Zr), and let S = 
S] + $2 + [w(An+,+O = ~Pi ] .  Then by Lemma 6 
N(S) (A j  Ahn+r+l) : ~j~-'~Pi, j = 1 . . . . .  n 
N(S) (An+j  A ~An+r+l) = r j~"~i ,  j : 1 . . . . .  r 
(Note that 1 = ~-~.pi + ~i  .) NOW by Principle 5, 
N(S ' ) (A j  AAn+r+l) = )~j~-~Pi, j = 1 . . . . .  n 
where S'  is $2 together with 
B[w(A l  AA,+r+l)  . . . . .  w(An AAn÷r÷l)] r = b r 
B [w(A I  A ~An+r+I),. • • ,w(An  A -~An÷r+l)] r = b r ~i  
w(A iAA j )=O,  l<_ i< j<_n  
w(an+r +l) = ~-~jo i 
Furthermore, by Principle 3, the same is true for (S ' -$2)+[w(An+j )  = 0], j = 
1 . . . . .  r. Now, noting that w(An+j) = 0 is equivalent to w(An+j AAn+r+l) = 
0 and w(An+j A -~An+r+l) = 0, we see that by Principle 4 
N(S" ) (A j  AAn+r+l) = Xy~-'~.pi, j : 1 . . . . .  n 
where S" is 
B[w(A]  AAn+r+l) . . . . .  w(An AAn+r+])] r = b T 
w(A iAA jAAn+r+I )=O,  l < i  < j  <_n 
w(An÷r +l) = ~-~Pi 
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w(An+j  AAn+r+l)  = O, 1 <_ j < r 
C[w(An+l  A "~An+r..l) . . . . .  w(A~+r A ~A~..r..l)] T = d r 
w(Zn+i A An+j  A ~An+r+l ) = O, 1 < i < j < r 
w(A j  A ~An+r+l) = O, j ---- 1 . . . . .  n 
By symmetry 
N(S" ) (An- - j  A ~An+r+l) -- 7"j~)'~tSi, j = 1 . . . . .  r 
But now it is easy to see that S" yields exactly the equations 
after removal of zeros and hence Xj~Oi  = Oj for j = 1 . . . . .  n, as required. 
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CONCLUSION 
As remarked in Section 2, it may appear ather unnatural to restrict ourselves 
to conditions where the coefficients are rational. Clearly this is necessary for 
our proof but can be avoided by the further reasonable assumption that the 
inference process is continuous as a function of affine sets. Furthermore under 
this assumption, Principle 7 is redundant. 
The fact that maximum entropy is uniquely determined by Principles 1-7 
has perhaps ome unfortunate consequences for intelligent expert systems. For 
if we accept maximum entropy, then, as was shown in [2], the problem of 
actually computing weights to any reasonable approximation is NP-hard and 
thus probably infeasible. On the other hand, to work with an inference process 
different from maximum entropy is to allow one or more of the principles to 
fail, and while one may not be totally committed to the principles in theory 
it is no easy task, we believe, to be happy with them failing in a real inference 
situation. 
APPENDIX 
Shore and Johnson [1] deal with the following question: 
Suppose you know that a system has a set of possible states xi with 
unknown probabilities qt(xi), and you then learn constraints on the 
distribution q t: either values of certain expectations ~"~i qt (xi)fk (xi) 
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or bounds on these values. Suppose you need to choose a distribution 
q that is in some sense the best estimate of qt given what you know. 
Usually there remain an infinite set of distributions that are not ruled 
out by the constraints. Which one should you choose? 
They prove the following: There are four natural principles ("based on one 
fundamental principle that if a problem can be solved in more than one way, 
the results should be consistent"), such that i f  it is moreover assumed that, 
given some constraints, q is chosen by maximizing a function H (the so- 
called information measure), that is, q is chosen from those not ruled out by 
the constraints so that H(q) is maximal, then these four principles determine H
to be the entropy function, --~'-~q(xi) log[q(xi)] (or some other function with 
identical maxima). The proof in [1] also requires the information measures to be 
continuously differentiable. (The results in [1] apply also to probability densities 
and, apart from constraints, priors could be given as well. Maximizing the 
entropy is then replaced by minimizing the cross-entropy. However, it is the 
discrete case without priors that is relevant o the present paper.) 
In Section 2, we defined what N-solutions of systems of equations are and 
formulated Lemmas 1-7 about N-solutions, which are easily derived from our 
original principles (Section 5). The more difficult part of the present paper is 
showing that from the fact that N-solutions atisfy Lemmas 1-7 it follows that 
they are given by maximizing the entropy (Sections 3 and 4). It might seem that 
[1] could make this task simpler. 
Certainly it is easy to show that Lemmas 1-7 imply the four principles con- 
tained in [1]. Thus if we know that the N-solutions could be found by maxi- 
mizing some (smooth) function, we could just apply their result. But we see no 
justification for assuming such a thing, nor did we find any direct proof that it 
indeed has to be so. 
Note that the four principles in [1] plus their assumption that the N-solutions 
are found by maximizing a continuous function imply that Lemmas 1-7 hold 
and that the N-solutions continuously depend on the (affine) set of all solutions 
of the system. Consequently, the present paper gives also a different proof of 
the above-mentioned result from [1] (in the discrete case without priors) with 
the slight bonus of removing their assumption that information measures have 
to be continuously differentiable. 
POSTSCRIPT 
After this paper was accepted for publication, we learned that I. Csiszfir has 
independently proved a very similar characterization f the maximum entropy 
inference process. For details of this and related results, we refer the reader to 
Csisz~ir [3]. 
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